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LANCASHIRE CC SHOW. 12th March 2016.
Report by DOROTHY A STONE (Mrs).
Sincere thanks to Chris & Janet for the invitation to judge at this super show
which has always been one of my favourites. It was great to see everyone again
especially Vicki looking as if she would burst at any minute. Hope you had a
safe delivery & a healthy baby? Thanks also to Sue Danks for stewarding for
me so efficiently. It was great working with you Sue & I look forward to our
next day together. So glad that I had such a good entry of Devons for you to
enjoy. Exhibitors, I do hope you weren’t too disappointed at finding me
judging the Olympian MN class instead of Mrs Gregory whose ill health
prevented her from judging & I hope that you will join with me in sending
healing prayers & thoughts winging her way.
OLYMPIAN CLASS – AV Imp Gd Pr MN. 7 present.
A class of the highest calibre. I’m only sorry they couldn’t all be winners.
Oly The Misses HOLDEN’s ImpGP ISADORYOU PHOENIX. MCO ds 03 22. 2 yrs, 5
mths.

Beautifully balanced medium length high cheek boned head has fairly full
cheeks with adequate width across them, a good broad square muzzle, chin is
deep but could be broader to marry up with the outer edges of the muzzle.
Profile shows a rather heavy brow but has a good broad nose with a slight
concave curve at the nasal bridge, chin is in a perpendicular line with the tip of
the nose & upper lip, bite is level. High set wide based ears with tufted tips &
long feathers that extend beyond the outer edges are of acceptable size, pointed
in shape, have plenty of width between but could be slightly taller. Large gold
eyes are slightly deep set, are spaced well apart & are in the required slightly
oblique setting but lack the required slightly oblique aperture as the line of the
upper lids is a little too straight. A large gentleman looking very well balanced
for his age & who has good length to his rectangular body, broad chest, square
rump, muscular legs are substantially boned, large paws are round in shape &
have lovely tufts between the toes, tapering wide based tail furnished with silky
flowing hair is of excellent length reaching to the nape of his neck. He has a
lovely frontal ruff, shaggy belly fur & full breeches, the glossy silky top coat
covering the undercoat is short on the back of the neck then gradually lengthens
down the body; the pattern colour is a muted rusty red & is evidenced very
clearly indeed there being a good Butterfly across his shoulder blades, distinct
oysters on each side, tail rings & leg bars. He has silvery white to the chin, bib,
legs, paws & tummy but no tarnishing anywhere to be seen. A handsome chap
with the sweetest disposition shown in splendid condition & expertly prepared, I
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have adored him since first clapping my eyes on him so making this award
today gave me the greatest pleasure. My compliments to all his connections.
Res Mr & Mrs HOLDEN’s ImpGP ZAWADI QUBA. BEN n 24. 4 yrs, 4 mths.

High cheek boned head that is slightly longer than its width is set on a thick
muscular neck but his muzzle could be broader & whisker pads more
pronounced. Profile shows a shallow concave curve at the bridge of his nice
broad nose, his chin recedes & is shallow but his bite is level. His ears are set
slightly high & I would prefer them slightly smaller. Expressive green eyes of
very good size are spaced well apart & are of correct oval shape. Impressive
chap in his prime has long powerfully built sleek muscular body of excellent
weight for size, broad chest, good depth to flanks, sturdy substantially boned
muscular legs of medium length, large rounded paws & a terrific medium length
tail that is thick & even with a rounded tip. Really fabulously soft short dense
velvety ‘pelt’ has golden buff ground colour & a fabulous pattern of large
rosettes sharply outlined in very dark brown with a caramel brown shade in the
centre of the rosettes the whole seemingly sprinkled with gold dust; he has
white on his chin, chest & belly. Shown in simply splendid condition, he just
lost a few points on his head type.

BLUE ABYSSINIAN ADULT. 1 present for BoB only.
BoB EAMES’ Ch ABYDREAMES SPECSAPPEAL. Female. ABYa. 12 ½ months.

A lovely young queen who has a superb coat that has the required mushroom
base colour & is distinctly ticked with dark blue.

KORAT ADULT. 1 present.
1st CC & BoB HAWKINS’ KOORAHK PRECIOUS. Female. KOR 12mths, 3 wks.

Heart shaped head has desired breadth between & across the eyes, large
forehead is slightly rounded still, muzzle is gently rounded. Profile shows
rounding to brow, slightly rounded forehead, slight stop just below the nasal
bridge, nose has a downward slope, bite is level but her chin is very weak &
receding - I gave her the benefit of the doubt today in view of her age & phase
of growth but the SOP instructs judges to “…..withhold all awards for a weak
chin &/or uneven bite”. Lovely large ears with rounded tips are set high on the
head giving the desired alert impression. Lovely large round eyes spaced well
apart are currently gold in colour but have a green pupil ring so should end up
being the correct colour when she’s fully mature. Pubescent queen of medium
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size has a lovely strong muscular body of good weight for size, proportionate
limbs, tapering tail is of required medium length. Lovely short fine close-lying
coat of medium blue is glossy but could do with more silver tipping. Shown in
top condition, a typical Korat with a lot to say for herself but who handled well.
AV REX or SPHYNX MALE CHAMPION. 1 present.
Grand DALE’s Ch POOLSIDE PIRRIP REX. DRX e 32. 2 yrs, 7 mths.
Short wedge set on a long elegant neck is just broad enough, muzzle is a little
long, has well defined whisker breaks & short stubbly whiskers & eyebrows.
Profile shows rounding to brow, flat skull at forehead & between ears, stop
could be stronger, chin has depth but recedes, level bite. Large wide based
flared ears with tufts & muffs are quite low set. Large yellow eyes with that
naughty Devon expression are oval in shape & spaced well apart. A well-made
chap in his prime has slender muscular body of good weight that could be
slightly larger for perfection, chest is broad, legs are slender & muscular, paws
are oval in shape, tapering tail that could be longer is well covered & rexed.
Body undersides & limbs are totally coated with short, fairly dense fur that
could be softer but is beautifully rexed in deep close waves. Shown in good
physical condition he was happier in his pen today. I debated long & hard about
making the award but my heart got the better of me so it was his lucky day.

AV REX or SPHYNX FEMALE CHAMPION. 1 present.
Grand STORK’s Ch TYKETO PENIREIN. DRX fs. 3 yrs, 3 mths.
A long elegant muscular neck supports a lovely short broad wedge that is flat
between the ears, has quite a strong muzzle, well defined whisker breaks with
short curly whiskers & eyebrows. Profile shows rounding to brow, flat skull at
forehead, stop to short nose needs more definition, chin is level but shallow, bite
is level. Lovely large, low set flared ears with wide bases have tufted tips &
muffs at the bases. Gorgeous greenish yellow eyes with the most mischievous
expression are large, oval in shape & spaced well apart. Medium sized well
balanced mature queen has a lovely slender body with a broad chest that is of
good weight & has the desired muscular athletic feel that is carried high on
sturdy muscular legs, neat oval paws, well shaped tail is well covered & rexed is
of sufficient length thus balances body. Lovely short soft coat could be denser
but covers body, limbs & undersides completely & is well rexed in ripples. A
darling little lady who I loved to bits.
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DEVON REX ADULT.
BoB awarded to the beautiful Tortie Smoke girl mentioned above to whom I
awarded the Grand Challenge Certificate namely
STORK’s Ch TYKETO PENIREIN. DRX fs. 3 yrs, 3 mths.
Also considered for BoB:
DODD’s Gd Ch POOLSIDE EBONY MILO. DRX ns. Male. 22 months.
Lovely head to this boy who could use a little more stop to his profile & today
he had a long strip of (clean) stud tail which detracted somewhat.
DALE’s Ch POOLSIDE PIRRIP REX. DRX e 32. Male. 2 yrs, 7 mths.
This boy’s head could be shorter & he also needs more stop.

DEVON REX FEMALE ADULT. 2 present (+ 1 for BoB only – see above).
1st Sorry, CC not awarded.
ALMOND’s PEPPADORA DOLLIE. DRX f. 9 mths, 3 wks.
Only just adult and looking it, bless her. High cheek boned wedge set on a long
muscular neck could be slightly shorter & broader, skull is flat between the ears,
muzzle could be stronger but whisker breaks are quite well defined & she has
short stubbly whiskers & eye brows. Profile shows rounding to brow, flat skull
at forehead, stop to fairly short nose needs more definition, fair chin, level bite.
Ears are large, wide based & flared but are slightly high set. Expressive eyes
are well sized, shaped & set. Adolescent lass of good size has slender muscular
body of good weight, broad chest, stands tall on elegant muscular legs, neat oval
paws, good tail for shape & length, it is covered but not terribly well rexed as
yet. Judging by the way her coat is today she dropped the lot around Christmas
as it is still in various stages of regrowth, the majority of it on her torso being
excessively short which precluded the award of a CC today. Give her a rest &
maybe some babies then bring her back onto the Bench & let me see her again.
2nd TAMMS’ POOLSIDE THUNDERBALL. DRX n. 15 months.
An elegant muscular neck supports a wedge that is too long & lacks the required
breadth across her cheek bones, skull is flat between the ears, muzzle could be
shorter & broader but she has well defined whisker breaks with short wavy
whiskers & eyebrows. Profile shows rounding to brow, flat forehead but there
is absolutely no stop whatsoever; chin has depth but recedes, bite is uneven.
Large wide based ears are well shaped but set far too high on her head. Lovely
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yellow eyes have that typically naughty Devon expression. Adolescent queen
still has some growing & finishing to do, her body is muscular & of acceptable
weight but we could feel her spine, bless her; she has sturdy muscular legs, neat
oval paws, long fine tapering tail is well covered & rexed. Down in my book as
a Blue (DRX a) she is definitely a Black (DRX n), so guess it must have been a
typo. Her coat is short & fine but could be softer & have more density, the
rexing is developing well as her coat is closely waved. Shown in good
condition, she was happier in her pen. She just needs time to finish growing &
developing.

TONKINESE ADULT. 1 present.
1st CC & BoB MELLOR’s TALLICA MISTYMOON. Female. TOS n 32. 11 months.

Immature as yet – moderate wedge has gentle rounding & good width to top of
head but muzzle has a decided teething pinch today. Profile shows a slight nose
break, bite is level, chin has good depth but recedes. Large ears with wide bases
& rounded tips are too large & high set at present. Well set eyes that she was
rounding today are a lovely greenish blue in colour. Pubescent lass of medium
size looking unbalanced as yet, body is of medium length, well-muscled & of
good weight, proportionate muscular legs, neat oval paws, tapering tail is of
medium length. Short sleek shining coat - the brown body colour is rather pale
& cold in tone today & has yet to merge with the darker brown points. A gentle
girl shown in very good condition, I debated long & hard as to the award but
gave her the benefit of the doubt. She would benefit by having a litter &
coming back on the Bench later.

RUSSIAN BLUE MALE KITTEN. 1 present.
1st & BoB STARK’s DUSHENKA RAFAEL. 5 months, 2 ½ weeks.
Nothing fazes this super boy who takes everything in his stride. The head
wedge could be slightly shorter, his muzzle is quite broad with prominent
whisker pads, top of head appears flat between the ears. Profile shows that the
forehead is slightly sloping at present with the angle still developing, the
shallow concave curve is not where it should be but is situated right down near
the tip of his nose; chin is shallow & recedes thus is not in the same vertical
plane as the tip of his nose, level bite. Large wide based pointed ears are set
quite high on his head & have adequate width between. Slightly small vivid
green eyes are a rounded almond in shape & are spaced wide apart. This lad
has grown some more since our last encounter, his long muscular body being of
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good weight, his legs are long & muscular, neat oval paws, rather thick tail with
rounded tip & a few ghost rings visible is of good length. His dense coat is
really developing now & is of well silvered medium blue, is fairly short & has
the softest texture. An alert character shown in splendid condition & is as daft
as a brush. I love him to bits.

RUSSIAN BLUE FEMALE KITTEN. 1 present.
1st OAKLEY’s KREMLINKATZ KATAZYNA. 3 months, 3 weeks.
A sweet baby girl who has gained in confidence since her last outing. Her skull
bones have grown some more thus today her head wedge seemed slightly long
from tip of nose to upper edge of the eye (brow bone), her top of head has
broadened out somewhat but her muzzle is still rather fine & her whisker pads
are still developing. Profile shows that her forehead is still a little rounded and
there is no angle evident as the shallow concave curve that should be located at
the nasal bridge appears 2/3 of the way down towards the end of her nose; chin
has depth but recedes, bite is level. Large wide based pointed ears are high set
with adequate width between. Slightly small vivid green eyes are a rounded
almond in shape, spaced well apart but are rather deep set. This baby girl has
grown well since our last encounter & her long muscular body is of good weight
for her size, her legs are long & muscular, she has oval paws & the wide based
tapering tail is of good length but has some ghost rings visible. Soft fine baby
coat that could be denser is a light silvery blue. A little sweetie shown in very
good condition, I certainly got my wish! She lost BoB to winner’s better head
& eyes.

DEVON REX MALE KITTEN. 1 present.
2nd Sorry, 1st not awarded.
WEBSTER’s POOLSIDE DARTANYON. DRX e 31. 8 months.
This lad has reached the rapid growth phase thus everything about him seems
long & narrow including today his head; muzzle is fairly strong with quite well
defined whisker breaks & short stubbly whiskers & eyebrows. Profile shows
rounding to brow, flat skull at forehead but stop is currently very weak, chin has
depth but recedes, bite is level. Large well shaped ears with tufts at the tips &
muffs around the bases are incorrectly high set. Expressive gold eyes of very
good size are oval in shape & spaced well apart. Well grown lad has slender
muscular body of good weight with a nice broad chest, stands tall on sturdy
muscular legs, dainty oval paws, long fine tapering tail is well covered but has a
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long strip of (clean) stud tail down it. It would seem as though this lad lost his
coat back in the Autumn consequently it is all over the place at the moment with
large areas of re-growth visible also large patches of guard hairs growing
through giving his body a very harsh wire wool-like feel. Shown in good
condition he wasn’t enjoying his day very much. His excessively short harsh
coat constitutes a withholding fault today I’m afraid.

DEVON REX FEMALE KITTEN. 1 present.
1st & BoB ALMOND’s PEPPADORA OLIVE. DRX h. 5 ½ months.
Short broad wedge set on a long muscular neck has quite a strong muzzle, well
defined whisker breaks with short stubbly whiskers & eyebrows. Profile shows
flat skull between the ears & at the forehead, stop could be a little better
defined, good chin & level bite. Lovely large low set wide based ears are very
well shaped. Yellow eyes spaced well apart are a little small & round. Well
grown girlie has well shaped muscular body of good weight for size, nice broad
chest, stands tall on sturdy muscular legs, neat oval paws, good tail. Coat that
covers body, limbs & undersides completely is a little short still & the rexing is
still developing. A sweet little soul whose career I shall follow with interest.

TONKINESE KITTEN. 1 present.
Wrong colour & pattern.
MELLOR’s TALLICA DRAMBUIE. MN. TOS o 21. 6 mths, 3 wks.
In my book as the above mentioned colour & pattern but in my view he should
be re-registered as TOS m 32 (Caramel Tonkinese) as that is the colour &
pattern to which he conforms visually. Moderate wedge has good width &
gentle rounding to top of head, muzzle is also gently rounded & has a moderate
whisker pinch. Profile shows that nose break needs more definition, firm level
chin & level bite. Well shaped medium sized ears but he persisted in holding
them flat. Expressive bluish-green eyes are well sized, shaped & set. Rather a
plump young man who needs to run off his excess poundage, his weighty body
is of correct medium length & is well muscled, he has sturdy muscular legs &
neat oval paws, tapering tail is of desired medium length. Still has his soft fine
baby coat the body colour of which is a warm fawnish-ivory the points colour of
his mask & ears being fawnish-grey & have yet to merge with his body colour,
his legs & tail are the same warm fawnish-ivory of the body colour and the only
tabby marking to be seen is the typical M shape on his brow; were he a Tabby
his tail would have visible rings & his legs would be barred & have bracelets,
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yet there is no evidence of tabby pattern on his legs & tail at all. Shown in good
condition he behaved impeccably.
DEVON REX MALE NEUTER. 1 (+ 1 for BoB only).
1st Sorry, PC not awarded.
JONES’ AMUN MR FIZZIWIG. DRX ns 24. 9 ½ months.
Sweet adolescent lad whose head is trying to catch up with his body – head
showing a flat skull between the ears is currently too long & lacks breadth
across the cheek bones, muzzle could be stronger & whisker breaks better
defined, whiskers & eye brows are short & stubbly. Profile shows rounding at
brow bone, flat skull at forehead, nose is completely straight lacking the
required definite stop, firm level chin & level bite. Huge wide based ears with
tufts & muffs are well shaped & have wide bases but are too high set. Lovely
large oval eyes are spaced well apart & have a really naughty expression. Well
grown lad has slender muscular body of good weight, has a nice broad chest & a
slender muscular neck, stands tall on sturdy muscular legs, neat oval paws, long
fine tapering tail is covered but there are many guard hairs present. His coat is
in the process of coming through following his Autumn moult, it currently
being excessively short with no rexing evident also there are significant
amounts of guard hairs present giving a harsh texture to the coat. So sorry to
disappoint by not awarding the certificate today as he is such a sweetie with a
typical Devon character, but he just didn’t conform closely enough to the SOP
to justify such an award today.
Considered for BoB:
MURPHY’s Gd Pr KALTES KATHYS CLOWN. DRX bs. 3 yrs, 10 mths.
It’s always good to see this dear chap & I always think of him when I hear the
song. Today he just lost points on his undershot & uneven bite, coat & rather
straight profile.
DEVON REX FEMALE NEUTER. 1 present.
1st PC & BoB JONES’s AMUN PANDORAS-BOX. DRX hs 21. 12 ½ months.

Lovely short broad high cheek boned wedge set on a slender muscular neck
showing a flat skull between the ears, muzzle is quite strong & whisker breaks
well defined, whiskers & eyebrows are short & wavy. Profile shows rounding
to brow, flat skull at forehead, stop to fairly short nose could use more
definition, firm level chin & level bite. Huge low set ears with tufts & muffs
are wide based, have rounded tips & plenty of width between them. Gorgeous
large Primrose yellow eyes are oval in shape and are spaced well apart. A
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young lady of very good size has slender muscular body of good weight, broad
chest & is carried high on slim muscular legs with oval paws, long fine tail is
well covered & rexed. Soft fine coat could be denser, it covers her body, limbs
& undersides completely but I a little long on her spine & has end flicks, the
coat on her torso & limbs is well rexed in close waves. A little purrpot, she was
my best Devon of the day. I look forward to seeing her again.
AV FOREIGN NOVICE ADULT. 1 present.
1st WHITMORE’s SUNSHIMMER VELA FLEUR LILIUM. BEN n 24. 9 mths, 3 wks.

Medium wedge with rounded contours showing good breadth across high
cheekbones, strong muzzle & pronounced whisker pads. Profile shows
rounded contour from bridge of nose to forehead, there is a very shallow
concave curve from the bridge to the tip of broad nose, deep level chin & level
bite. Broad based ears of medium size are quite short & well set. Large hazel
eyes spaced well apart are almost round in shape, set on a slight slant & have
the required black outline with lighter coloured “spectacles” encircling them.
Adolescent lass of good size still looking rather unbalanced & ‘leggy’ but her
long sleek body has the desired heavy muscular feel, deep chest & flanks,
sturdy muscular legs, large rounded paws and medium length tail with rounded
tip is quite thick. Short fine close coat is dense & luxuriously soft to the touch;
the ground colour is buff shading to a pale apricot lower down the body toward
the undersides with some white around her muzzle, whisker pads & chin, the
overall impression being of gold dusting. The black outline of the pattern
contrasts sharply against the buff ground colour, the pattern on her torso
comprises large rosettes outlined in black with tan centres & these have the
desired horizontal flow, the stomach is spotted & the tail which has a black tip
is well ringed; facial markings including chin strap, mascara markings, M on
brow & complex scarab on forehead is sharply defined, there are streaks on her
shoulders & hind quarters, broken & unbroken necklets on her throat & she has
spots on her lower legs onto her paws. An absolute sweetie shown in splendid
condition & who handles like a dream. Congratulations on her continued
success.
AV RUSSIAN, ABYSSINIAN, CORNISH, DEVON or KORAT ADULT part a.
6 PRESENT.

1st EAMES’ Ch ABYDREAMES SPECSAPPEAL. Female. ABYa. 12 ½ months.
2nd JOHNSON’s Ch KORESHKA KARINA RAINA. Female. RUS a 17 months.

A lovely young queen who really has “the look”. Top of head is flat between
the ears; head wedge is short; muzzle is quite strong & has lovely prominent
whisker pads. Profile shows an almost level forehead, shallow concave curve to
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nose, angle at the junction of the brow & bridge of nose can be both seen & felt,
chin has depth but recedes thus fails to line up with the tip of the nose, level
bite. Lovely large pointed ears are set high on the head & vertically to it.
Gorgeous vivid green eyes that she was rounding slightly are well sized & set.
Young queen of very good size & weight looking quite mature for her age has
graceful lines to her long muscular body, long well muscled legs, dainty oval
paws, tapering tail is of good length thus balances her body. Lovely short soft
dense coat that stands away from her body is of mid blue with a lovely silvery
sheen. Shown in top condition & with the sweetest disposition she just lost a
point or two on her chin & eyes. Ran winner very closely indeed.
3rd STARK’s Gd Ch DUSHENKA ORPHIEL. RUS a. Male. 20 months.

AV RUSSIAN, ABYSSINIAN, CORNISH, DEVON or KORAT ADULT part b.
6 PRESENT.

1st STORK’s Ch TYKETO PENIREIN. Female. DRX fs. 3 yrs, 3 mths.
2nd HAWKINS’ KOORAHK PRECIOUS. Female. KOR 12mths, 3 wks.
3rd DODD’s Gd Ch POOLSIDE EBONY MILO. Male. DRX ns. 22 months.

AV FOREIGN JUNIOR ADULT. 6 present.
1st WHITMORE’s

SUNSHIMMER VELA FLEUR LILIUM. Female. BEN n 24. 9 mths, 3 wks.

2nd JOHNSON’s Ch KORESHKA KARINA RAINA. Female. RUS a 17 months.
3rd OAKLEY’s TABUSHKABLUE KREMLINKATZ. Female. RUS a. 10 ½ months.

AV FOREIGN SENIOR ADULT. 5 present.
1st STORK’s Ch TYKETO PENIREIN. Female. DRX fs. 3 yrs, 3 mths.
2nd GOODGER’s

Ch JAYUZURI RUMOUR HAS IT. Female. BEN n 22 33 61. 2 yrs, 11 mths.

A muscular neck supports a medium wedge shaped head with rounded contours
that has good breadth across cheekbones but muzzle is rather fine. Large broad
nose has desired shallow concave curve, level chin is of good depth, bite is just
level. Well set & shaped ears with wide bases are a little tall & rather large.
Large oval eyes set on a slight slant are spaced well apart & are of the most
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gorgeous deep Cornflower Blue. Excellent size to this mature queen who has a
long sleek robust muscular body of very good weight, broad chest & deep
flanks; legs are sturdy & of medium length with large rounded paws, tail of
acceptable length is a little fine. Fairly short coat is quite dense & luxuriously
soft to the touch, the base colour is cream with quite a high degree of Rufus
around her face & legs, the pattern colour is several shades of light brown with
darker edges, that on the ‘points’ being a shade or two darker, the whole
appearing sprinkled with pearl dust; the pattern itself is comprised of swirls &
scrolls with a horizontal flow, her facial markings are well defined as are those
on the limbs & tail the tip of which is dark brown. Shown in top condition I
love this lady who lost points on her fine muzzle & large ears.
3rd DALE’s Ch POOLSIDE PIRRIP REX. Male. DRX e 32. 2 yrs, 7 mths.

AV FOREIGN BREEDERS’ NEUTER. 4 present.
1st STARK’s Ch & Gd Pr DUSHENKA XANDER. MN. RUS a. 8 yrs, 2 mths.

Typical look to this gentleman! Top of head is flat between the ears; short head
wedge has a broad muzzle with prominent whisker pads. Profile shows the
desired level brow, nose from bridge to tip has a very shallow concave curve
giving the required angle that can be both seen & felt, firm level chin, level bite.
Pointed broad based ears that are set vertically to & high on the head could be
slightly larger for perfection. Large vivid green eyes are almond shaped &
spaced well apart. Large mature fellow has a long graceful muscular body of
good weight & strong boning but is a little lean on the haunches today, has long
muscular legs, neat oval paws, tapering proportionate tail balances body.
Medium length dense coat of medium blue stands away from the torso & has a
fairly soft feel to it but is rather flat on his hips & could have more silvering.
Shown in very good condition, I love this soppy great date.
2nd BRYNES’ Imp GC & Imp GP ONATUREL GIFT WRAPPED. FN. SPH w 63. 4
years.

Absolutely beautiful lady whom I much admire & who usually glistens but there
was something just not quite right about her today.
3rd THOMSON’s SALADIN SAMURAI. MN. ABYn. 3 yrs, 7 mths.
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AV FOREIGN NEUTER NOT BRED BY EXHIBITOR. 4 present.
1st HOLDEN’s ImpGP ZAWADI QUBA. MN. BEN n 24. 4 yrs, 4 mths.
2nd GOODGER’s Gd Pr SOOSTEE ADAGIO FOR STRINGS. MN. BEN
n 24 33. 19 months.
An exceptionally sweet chap who I love to bits – his head was just a bit long &
his ears too large. His pattern is amazing but his coat just lacked the required
softness & density today.
3rd COOPER’s TABUSHKABLUE TASHA. FN. RUS a. 10 ½ months.

AOV FOREIGN NEUTER.
1st GOODGER’s

2 present.

Gd Pr SOOSTEE ADAGIO FOR STRINGS. MN. BEN n 24 33. 19 months.

This boy was looking particularly good today.
2nd BRYNES’ Imp GC & Imp GP ONATUREL GIFT WRAPPED. FN. SPH w 63. 4 years.

AV FOREIGN RADIUS NEUTER. 3 present.
1st HOLDEN’s ImpGP ZAWADI QUBA. MN. BEN n 24. 4 yrs, 4 mths.
2nd JONES’s AMUN PANDORAS-BOX. FN. DRX hs 21. 12 ½ months.
3rd BRYNES’ Gd Pr ONATUREL APPENNINE STAR. MN. SPH n 03. 2 yrs, 10 mths.

I liked the look of this chap who I hadn’t met before, but by the time we reached
him he had very watery eyes which detracted somewhat.

AV FOREIGN VISITORS’ NEUTER.

2 present.

1st COOPER’s TABUSHKABLUE ROMAN. MN. RUS a. 11 ½ months.
Immature as yet - short head wedge set on a graceful muscular neck is flat
between the ears, has a broad muzzle with prominent whisker pads thus giving
the desired blunt end to the head. Profile shows that the forehead slopes
slightly, nose from bridge to tip has the required very shallow concave curve but
the angle at the junction of the nasal bridge & brow bone is still developing,
chin recedes & is shallow, level bite. Large pointed broad based ears are set
high on & vertically to the head. Almond shaped eyes of vivid green are spaced
well apart & are of good size. Adolescent lad looking rather gangly &
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unbalanced today has long muscular body of good weight with strong boning,
long muscular legs, neat oval paws, tapering rather thick tail balances body.
Medium length coat of medium blue has a lovely silvery sheen but is a little flat
today. Shown in very good condition he was happier in his pen.
2nd HALL’s Gd Pr MELKELTER KALILAH MIST. FN. RUS a. 2 yrs, 9 mths.

Top of head is flat between the ears; head wedge is short with a broad muzzle
with prominent whisker pads. Profile shows the desired level brow, then a very
shallow concave curve giving the required angle that can be both seen & felt,
shallow receding chin, level bite. Large pointed broad based ears that are set
vertically to the head could be slightly higher set for perfection. Large vivid
green eyes are spaced well apart but are round in shape. Mature lady has a long
graceful muscular body of good weight & strong boning, she has long muscular
legs, neat oval paws, tapering proportionate tail balances body. Medium length
dense coat of mid blue has lovely silvering but could be softer & denser.
Shown in good condition, she lost points on her eye shape & coat texture.

Report ends.

Dorothy A Stone

